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502

125 Jahre Oesterreichische Briefmarke 

[Hardcover] Herausgegeben von Verband 

Osterreichischer Philatelisten-Vereine

Series of articles celebrating 125 years of Austrian stamps. Well 

illustrated valuable reference.
$50.00

Paper back edition privately hardbound. Owners 

handstamp on a few pages. Pages and binding 

are firm and tight. Appears never used.

503

50 Jahre Verband Oesterreichischer 

Philatelisten Vereine [Hardcover] 

Osterreichischer Philatelisten-Vereine

50th anniversary of the Austrian Philatelic Society. Articles 

include: Registered labels; cancel in Austrian Levante; Austria 

1850--9 Kreuzer, type 1; etc.....

$25.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Privately 

hardbound softbound copy. Pages and cover 

clean without defect Owners handstamps on 

front piece.

505

special-Katalog Oesterreich 1850 and 

Lombardei-Venetien 1850 [Hardcover] K. Huber 

& J. Dirnberger

Specialized reference of the 1850 Austrian and Lombardei-

Venetien stamps. Illustrated and described examples of the 

various stamps and plates.

$70.00

Like new except for owners markings. Paperback 

editions privately hardbound. Pages and binding 

are firm

514

Osterreichisches Jahrbuch 1981 Fur 

Postgeschichte Und Philatelie [Paperback] Dr. R. 

Wurth

1981 Austrian Yearbook. Contents include articles: Postal History 

in Austria &amp; Hungary.
$29.95

Pages and binding firm and tight. Appears with 

minimal usage. Few pages have highlight 

markings. Owners handstamp on front piece.

515
Osterreichs Orientalische Post durch Balkan und 

Levante [Paperback] Rudiger Wurth
Austrian postal history in the Balakans and Levante $20.00

Pages clean. Owners markings on front piece and 

some accent magic marker notes. Cover sound 

and clean.

525
Les Marques Postales Prephilateliques de la 

Belgique [Paperback] Lucien P. Herlant
Description and examples of postal markings used in Belgium $70.00 Pages clean. Cover clean but shows wear at edge

591 Bohemia Moravia Slovakia [Hardcover]

Details the history and philately of Bohemia, Moravia and 

Slovakia. Well illustrated w/ descriptions including color & 

quantity issued.

$27.95

Pages and cover are sound. Shows a bit of age 

discoloration. Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Appears never used.

593 Slovensky stat 1939 [Pamphlet] Hugo Kaufmann

Translation of original monograph. One obtains this book to learn 

all that is important of the first issues of Slovakia and especially of 

the stamps overprinted "Slovensky stat 1939". The aim of the 

work is not onlyto increase one's knowledge but to help 

philatelists distinguish between forgeries and the actual item.

$20.00

Pages clean and without defect. Cover shows age 

stains but sound. Pages and binding are firm and 

tight

713

Catalogo Dei Bolli Postali Del Territorio 

Lombardo-Veneto Dalle Origini All' Introduzione 

Del Francobollo [Hardcover] Paolo Vollmeier

Illustrated catalog of the various cancels from Lombardy-Venetia. 

Important valuable reference for the Italian philatelist
$75.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

never used. Does not include dustcover. Appears 

never used.

714

Descriptive catalogue of the Revenue Stamps of 

Italy from 1836 to 1878 [Paperback] Walter Lee 

Brown

Edition 72 of 250 limited edition. Descriptions of the Revenue 

Stamps of Italy from 1836 to 1878 without any illustrations
$75.00

Pages clean without bends or creases. Soft cover 

not attached. Limited edition of 250

3004
La collezione "Scilla E Cariddi" di Napoli e Sicilia 

[Unknown Binding] Giacomo Avanxo
Wonderful accumulation of stamp and cover of Napoli and Sicily $65.00

Some scrapes on edges of cover. Pages clean and 

fresh
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3227
Andorra Â Andorre: The Story of Its Stamps and 

Postal History Jacques, William Alec

This book examines the stamps issued during the period 1928-

1971 and concludes with a Postal History section
$13.95

Dust cover with a few tears. Cover sound and 

clean. Pages clean without bends or tears. Edge 

of pages have a bit of minor stain. Limited 

edition

3261

Sassone Antichi stati Italiani regno di Vittorio 

Emanuele II Regno d'Italia 1850-1900 

[Hardcover] Sassone

Description of early Italian States and early Italian stamps $30.00
Pages fresh and clean. Cover shows a bit of wear 

on the spine

3541 Romania Revenues [Paperback] Andrew Hall
This catalogue aims to pesent in simplified form a listing of all 

adhesive revene stamps of Romania
$22.95

Clean and fresh. Paages and binding are firm and 

tight. Appears never used.

3574
The Perera Collection of Italian States 

[Paperback] Ivy & Mader

A genuine 'old time' collection with treasures of great rarity that 

will be of interest to the most advanced postal history collector.
$35.00 Clean and fresh

3578
Rogers Postal Booklet Catalogue [Plastic Comb] 

Jacques H. Rogers

1st edition. A listing that includes every possible variety known to 

postal booklet collectors.
$39.00

3727

List of the Fiscal Stamps of the Netherlands, 

Curacao, Surinam, the Netherlands Indies, 

Indonesia, New Guinea [Loose Leaf] E.J. 

Enschede

List of Fiscal Stamps is a first attempt after previous listings of the 

Forbin Catalogue of 1915, etc...
$40.00 Mimeo-graph pages are clean single sided

3869
Revenue Stamps of Monaco [Plastic Comb] 

Donald L. Duston

Original co-editors Abrams and Janton published catalog as part of 

the French Colonies Catalog. It is now printed separately
$30.00 Some pages have small faults

4718
World Automatic Stamps Catalogue [Spiral-

bound] Flavio Rota
Written in Italian, French and English. $25.00 Clean. Cover shows very minor wear

4749

Die Abstempelungen der nach dem Weltkrieg 

an Italien abgetretenen Gebiete auf den 

Marken Osterreichs Ausgabe 1850-1867 [Loose 

Leaf] Fritz Billig

The cancels used during WW I of Italian occupation on Austrian 

stamps 1850-1867
$20.00

Cover missing. Pages are attached and clean. See 

photo

4845
Catalogue Willy Balasse Belgique & Congo Belge 

Tome III (Volume III) [Paperback] Willy Balasse

specialized catalog covering years 1914-1948 for the stamps of the 

Belgian Congo. Includes illustrations and tables in the 196 pages of 

this volume

$145.00
Clean pages. Pages and binding are firm. This 

volume covers the stamps of the Belgian Congo.

4860
Registered Mail of the1928 Amsterdam 

Olympic Games [Pamphlet] Laurentz Jonker

This article will discuss the Olympic registration labels of 

Amsterdam 1928
$20.00

Appears never used. Pages and binding are firm 

and tight.

5442
Catalog of the Imperforate Classic Postal 

Stamps of Europe [Hardcover] Edwin Mueller

Catalog is intended to be used by collectors who are familiar with 

a general catalog and who know the meaning of basic philatelic 

terms. Catalog confined to imperforate adhesives and the 

contemporary envelopes, letter sheets and wrappers.

$69.95
Like New. Appears never used. Pages and binding 

firm and tight.
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6079

Rossiter Postal History Journal Volume No. 3: 

2002 [Perfect Paperback] Brian McCloy; Geoff 

Oxley and Richard Stroud

Articles included: Raiways of Finland; Wartime Cross hannel and 

North Sea Mails 1793-1815 and Impanct of the Anglo-Boer war on 

the Orange Free State

$40.00

6316

Centennial Exhibition Belgium and Colonies 

Philatelic Museum [Paperback] Philatelic 

Museum

Commemorates the issuance of the First Belgian Postage Stamp. 

Various articles written about art, architecture and postal history 

of Belgium

$4.95
Appears never used. Pages clean. Cover with 

some color rubbing. Front piece has sellers label.

6378

Handbuch Triest Und Julisch-Venetien Zur Zeit 

Der Alliierten Besetzungen [Card Book] Thomas 

Matha

Handbook of stamps and rates used in Trieste from 1945-1954. 

American Military Government postal system in Trieste
$75.00

6382
La storia postale della Democratica negli usi per 

l'interno (Gli utili) [Paperback] Stefano Orlandi
Rates and postal history during the Italian period of occupation $95.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Item is 

NEW and has not been used!!!!!!!

6383
Lire, Soldi, Crazie, Grana E Bajocchi [Hardcover] 

Mario Mentaschi

Postal rates from the first postage stamps to the taking of Rome 

1850-1870
$60.00

New never used!!!!!!!! Pages and binding are 

firm and tight

6388

Principaute Monaco Catalogue de l'Exposition 

des timbres et documents philateliques parmi 

les plus rares du monde [Hardcover] Museum 

of Philatelics Monaco

Exhibition of rarities of the world which took place in Monaco 

1997
$45.00

6389

Principaute Monaco Catalogue de l'Exposition 

des 100 Lettres et Doments Philateeliques 

parmi les plus rares du monde [Hardcover] 

Museum of Philatelics Monaco

Exposition of the world's rare stamps and postal history which 

took place at the philatelic museum in Monaco during 1999
$55.00

Never used.  Pages and binding are firm and 

tight.  Pages and cover clean without defect

6567

The Edward M. Gilbert Collection Postage 

Stamps of Italy and the Italian Empire 

[Paperback] Spnk Shreves Galleries

Auction catalog of over 500 lots of an incredible number of 

stamps that are seldom seen on the market today including listed 

varieties and errors such as inverted centers, double and/or 

inverted surcharges, rare perforations, etc. Virtually all of the 

valuable stamps have been signed by philatelic experts or are 

accompanied by certificates

$35.00
Never used. Pages and binding are firm and tight. 

Pages and cover clean without defect

8029

Collection of Russian Zemstvo Stamps in the 

Reichpost Museum (Postilion Publications 

reprint) [Plastic Comb] C. Schmidt

1934 publication produced by the German Museum of the Russian 

Zemstvo Stamps located there. Includes illustrations and 

descriptions. A Postilion Publications reprint

$55.00
Pages and binding are firm and tight. Reprint of 

the original catalog printed in 1934 in Germany
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8101 The H.C. Goss Russia [Paperback] Robson Lowe

Auction catalog of 848 different lots w/ some black and white 

illustrations. Includes 8 pages of color illustrations of rare 

examples. A valuable reference for the collector of Russian 

material. Includes Russia with Wenden, China, Levant and Poland

$50.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean without 

defect.. Includes "Prices Realized". Auction 

catalog of 848 lots w/ some black and white 

illustrations. Cover with a few scrapes and 

vertical bend. Some corner bends on cover

8105
Russia The Kurt Adler Collection [Paperback] 

Robert A. Siegel

One of the most comprehensive collections of Russia ever formed 

and the magnitude is such that it was contained in 122 album, 

most of which were extensively written-up. An area of interest is 

in Russian stamps and covers used in other coutries. Includes 

"Prices Realized"

$40.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean. Cover 

shows some age discoloration at edges. Includes 

"Prices Realized" 22 pages of illustrations. 1330 

lots w/ a number of black & white illustrations.

8107
Russia A specialized collection of Stamps and 

Covers [Paperback] Robert A. Siegel

Auction catalog of 850 lots of specialized stamps and covers of 

Russia including postal stationery, revenues and States and 

Territories.

$25.00

Pages and binding are firm. Cover shows age 

discoloration at edges of cover and on the spine. 

Pages clean. Some pencil notations. Better than 

"used-very good"

8318
Greece Postal Rates on Overseas Mail 1861-

1878 [Hardcover] Corinphila Auctions

Auction catalog of 186 lots with detailed descriptions and plates 

illustrated in color. A valuable reference source for Greek philately 

and overseas mail

$75.00

8404
The Stefano Fantaroni Collection of the 

Kingdom of Italy [Card Book] Spink Auctions

Auction catalog featuring 140 lots of Italian postal history & 

stamps illustrated in color with detailed descriptions. Examples 

included are from Italian States; World War I Occupations; 1879; 

1889 Issues, etc....

$35.00
Pages and binding are firm and tight. Pages clean 

without defect. Appears never used!

8429
fil-ITALIA [Loose Leaf] Italy & Colonies Study 

Circle

40 bound volumes which are issued quarerly featuring articles and 

illustrations of Italian postal history, stamps, cancels, etc.....The 

official jouranl of the Italy & Colonies Study Circle which was 

edited by Colin Pilkington. A valuable reference for the collector of 

Italian philately

$175.00

Quarterly journals #63; 65-70; 72-103;108-110. 

Published in English. Some looseleaf & some are 

bound; Appears never used. Pages are fresh and 

clean without defect. The official journal of the 

Italy & Colonies Study Circle edited by Colin 

Pilkington

8442

The Provisional Postage Stamps of Ukraine 

1992-1995 [Perfect Paperback] Andrew O. 

Martyniuk

An attempt to systematize the 1992-1995 provisional stamps of 

Ukraine
$45.00

pages and binding are firm and tight. appears 

never used.

8443
Republika Hrvatska Postanske Markei Novac 

2006 [Perfect Paperback] Segedin
2006 catalog of postage stamps of Croatia $35.00

8535

Caucasus (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Batum, Georgia 

and Transcaucasia) The Dr. Hans-Gunther 

Grigoleit Collection [Hardcover] Heinrich Kohler

Auction catalog of 376 well illustrated and described lots of postal 

history of the Caucasus region. Includes "Prices Realized"
$35.00
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8562
Catalogue de Timbres-Fiscaux par A. Forbin 

[Hardcover] A. Forbin

This is a reprint of the catalog produced by A. Forbin which 

includes the postage stamps of the world up to 1915
$65.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

never used. Reprint of the 1915 edition

8597

Russian Postmarks An Introduction and Guide 

[Spiral-bound] A.V. Kiryushkin and P.E. 

Robinson

Purpose of the book is to provide and introduction to the study of 

Imperial Russian postmarks.
$70.00

8601

The Post Office Town List for Hungarian Portion 

of the Austro-Hungarian Empire (1871-1920) 

[Gift] Thomas M. Tenczar

This checklist has been prepared as an aid to the student of the 

postal history of the Hungarian portion of the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire from 1871 to 1919

$25.00
Pages and binding are firm. Pages and cover are 

clean without defect. Appears NEVER USED

8605

Deutsche Vorphilatelie Katalog der 

Grenzubergangs und Desinfektionsstempel 

[Perfect Paperback] Peter Feuser

The study of disinfected mail includes the identification of 

geographical location and description of cachets, markings, wax 

seals and manuscript annotations applied to letters and 

document. The book is written in German, French and Englis

$40.00
Pages and binding are firm. Pages without 

defect. Written in German, French and English

8616
Baltic States Revenues [Staple Bound] J. 

Barefoot
$30.00

8657

The Post Office Town List for the Austro-

Hungarian Empire (1850-1900) [Loose Leaf] 

Thomas M. Tenczar

Check list has been prepared as an aid to the student of the postal 

history of the Austro-Hungarian Empire fro 1850-1900
$45.00

Pages are clean without defect. Author 

published mimeographed pages.

3727a

Perfins of Nederland, Nederlandsche Antillen 

Curacao, Nederlandsch Indie [Staple Bound] E. 

J. Enschede

2nd edition lists perfins and also contains 30 pages of illustrations $40.00

Pages are clean. Cover shows edge wear on 

spine. Pages and binding are firm and tight. 2nd 

edition

4728a

Nr. 3 Automatenmarken-Handbuchkatalog 

1984 [Hardcover] Wolfgang Maassen & Bodo 

Weber

Well illustrated monograph with descriptions, tables and 

illustrations of meter and the automated meter machines which 

produce postage. Covers the European market.

$25.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

never used. Pages and cover clean without 

defect

509 & 490
Austrian Stamps and their Background 1850-

1937 [Paperback] Marian Carne Zinsmeister

The tabulations are not for the specialist. They are for the average 

collector who wants to collect the stamps of Austria but does not 

have the time to run down all the information in connection 

therewith.

$15.00
Pages "Like New" but cover shows age 

discoloration due to paper quality

621a
Neuer Ganzsachen-Katalog 1. Lieferung: Europa 

Albanien-Denmark [Pamphlet] Dr. von Bahrfeld

Postal stationery catalog covering the countries of Albania to 

Denmark. Well described with some illustrations. Includes price 

list

$10.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

never used. Owners handstamp on cover. Pages 

clean without markings or defect

621d
Neuer Ganzsachen-Katalog 8. Lieferung Europa 

[Pamphlet] Fritz A. Beyer

Catalog of aerograms, postal stationery &amp; postal cards of 

Belgium, Denmark, Bavaria, Hanover, Thurn and Taxis, 

Wurttemberg, German and colonies. Supplemental material to 

previous catalogs

$15.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Age 

discoloration on cover. Pages clean without 

defect
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621e
Neuer Ganzsachen-Katalog 9 und 10. Lieferung 

Europa [Paperback] Fritz A. Beyer

Postal stationery and postal card catalog containing French 

occupations; Greece; Great Britain &amp; colonies in Europe. 

Includes illustrations and descriptions

$25.00
Pages and binding are firm. Appears never 

used.m Owners handstamp on front piece.

621F

Neuer Ganzsachen-Katalog Europa Osterreich 

1925-1938/ 1945-1968 [Pamphlet] Fritz A. 

Beyer

Postcards &amp; private postcards of Austria--detailed listing and 

illustrations.
$15.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

never used. Owners handstamp on frontpiece.

621g

Neuer Ganzsachen-Katalog Europa Norwegen 

1872-1968; Osterreich 1861-1924 [Pamphlet] 

Fritz A. Beyer

Postal stationery of Austria and Norway. $15.00
Pages are firm and tight. Cover loose. Pages with 

notations.

8101-a
Russia including a further portion of the H.C. 

Goss collection [Paperback] Robert A. Siegel

Includes Imperial Russia Essays and Proofs; Wenden; Poland & 

Polish handstruck stamps; Russian Levant; 1913 Romanov essays 

and proofs. A valuable reference which includes black and white 

illustrations with some descriptions

$50.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Pages clean 

without defect. Includes "Prices Realized" Cover 

with some corner bumping

BG-6S7E-

64L3

Kessler's Catalogue of Aerograms (3 Volumes) 

[Loose Leaf] F.W. Kessler
$100.00

CZECH

The Czechoslovak Specialist and priced 

catalogue of postal stationery of 

Czechoslovakia [Plastic Comb] Society for 

Czechosloak Philately

Includes subject index from 1963-1974 of "The Czechoslovak 

Specialist" along with a priced catalogue of postal stationery of 

Czechoslovakia (1974 edition of Higgins &amp; Gage)

$35.00

Pages sound. Some age discoloration on cover 

and page edges. Pencil notations in the Higgins & 

Gage section

P-3202 & P-

3203

Charity Letters bearing advertisements for the 

benefit of orphans (1898-1901) [Paperback] 

Arnold Ryss

Research presented in catalog form and offers a new classification 

of charity letters with advertisements. The charity letters issued 

by the Empress Maria Feodorovna's Chancellery make up one of 

the most interesting chapters of the postal history of the Russian 

Empire.

$115.00

P-3712 Holland [Unknown Binding] Fred J. Melville Descriptions and illustrations of the early stamps of Holland $35.00
Pages and binding intact. Cover shows edge 

wear. Pages clean. Owner mark on back page

P-3713
De Kleinrondstempels Van Nederland 

[Paperback] P.C. Korteweg

Some illustrations showing socked on the nose cancels along with 

descriptions. Table of the various cancels (annotated by pencil 

notations by previous owner)

$25.00 Pages with markings Minor edge wear. Sound!!

P-3753
Catalog of the stamps of Holland and Colonies 

[Paperback] J. Mebus ltd.

Catalog of the stamps of Holland and Colonies enumerating all 

types and perforations
$45.00

Pages and binding are firm. Cover sound except 

for discoloration at edges.

P-3839

Catalogue-Etude Les Timbres les plus rares de 

Belgique et des autres Pays [Paperback] Rene 

Berlingin

Description of Belgium and Luxembourg stamps and cancels. 

Includes papers, etc.....
$75.00 Sound. Pages appear with age discoloration

p-4523
Belgium The Diamond Dot Cancellations [Loose 

Leaf] John W. Stevenson

Looseleaf pamphlet describing the Diamond Dot Cancellations and 

their uses.
$15.00
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P-4619 & P-

5004

Romania Specialized Catalogue 1918 

[Paperback] Danielle & Frank P. Russell

Specialized catalog of the study of the 1918 issue including the 

true story of the "KING PETER THREE DINARS YELLOW". Written in 

English and German.

$20.00

Cover shows some age discoloration.. Pages 

sound and clean. Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Appears never used.

P-4622
Summer Stamps of the Netherlands a brilliant 

mosaic [Paperback] Christiaan de Moor

Booklet commemorates the 25th issued by the Dutch Post Office 

of a series of stamps surcharged in aid of cultural and 

humanitarian organizations.

$23.95 Fresh and clean

P-4639
The postal history of the grand duchy of 

Luxembourg, Rhein, Francis

Describes the stamps in general detail including the postal history 

and cancels.
$30.00

Pages clean and without any defect. Cover 

shows aging stain

P-4686

Principaute de Monaco Les Collections de S.A.S. 

Le Prince Rainier III [Paperback] Musee des 

Timbres et des Monnaies

Well illustrated catalog of the various items located in the 

Philatelic Museum in Monaco
$15.00

P-4692
Catalogue Specialise des Entiers Postaux De 

Monaco [Paperback] J. Guiraud-Darmais
Description and color illustrations of various postal stationery. $25.00

P-4801
The Revenues of Rumania during German 

Occupation 1917-1919 [Paperback] Martin Erler

Illustrations and general descriptions of Romanian Revenues used 

during the 1917-1919 German Occupation
$12.95

New except for some age discoloration of cover 

due to shelf storage. Pages and binding are firm 

and tight. Appears never used.

P-711
Catalogo Degli Annullamenti Sardo-Italiani 

Lombardi [Paperback] Ettore Faraone

List offices and scarcity ratings of postal history of the Italian 

States
$45.00

Pages and cover like new. Vertical bend on back 

cover
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